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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1a 20343 3.1 1.2 5 62.8 99.2

1b 20147 2.7 1.3 5 53.8 98.3

1c 19860 2.7 1.2 5 54 96.8

2a 19600 2.5 1.4 5 50.6 95.6

2b 19830 12.4 5.2 25 49.7 96.7

3a 18738 0.4 0.5 1 41.4 91.4

3b 19010 2.1 1.4 4 53.6 92.7

3c 18721 4.9 2.9 12 41 91.3

4a 19579 0.8 0.4 1 81 95.5

4b 19907 0.8 0.4 1 79.9 97.1

4c 19365 1.7 1.3 4 43.3 94.4

4d 17514 3.7 2.5 12 30.7 85.4
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A satisfactory understanding is shown here of political perspectives held by the set product and how different audiences might interpret these.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A general example is used ("Page 3") but there's some satisfactory understanding of how different audiences might interpret this part of the set product.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Band 2Summary: As with many candidates, time management caused this response to be shorter than it needs to be in order to access the higher parts of the mark scheme. There is however a satisfactory focus on the Q with an understanding of general audience demographics and some of the ways in which they interpret the set product (although examples from the set product itself lack detail).












DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

An immediate focus on the Q with emerging evidence + conclusion.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Develops the previous point in a satisfactory way by zooming in on some specific evidence.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A satisfactory comparison that's focused on the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Continues focus on the Q in a satisfactory way. 







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Satisfactory analysis with some judgments and conclusions about how women are objectified in the text.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Uses the key term for representations: stereotypes. Satisfactory use of the theoretical framework here.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

This is where the answer moves out of Band 3 by dealing with more complex aspects of representations.
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Subversion of stereotypes is more complex. The candidate deals well with this idea - they use specific evidence from the text and show a good focus on the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A good comparison is made with the second text, continuing the focus on stereotypes and making a logical judgment.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Upper Band 3Summary: This response offers a satisfactory analysis of the two texts with satisfactory comparisons and generally reasoned judgments and conclusions. The final third of the answer is, however, where this response moves beyond Band 3 and into Band 4 with good understanding shown of the more complex ideas around subverting stereotypes.
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3.  (c)  Explain how radio programmes use technologies to reach audiences. Refer to 
The Archers to support your points.  [12] 
 


Band 
AO1 1a and 1b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework of 
media 


4 


10-12 marks 
• Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of how radio 


programmes use technologies to reach audiences 
• Excellent, thorough reference to the set product to support points made  
• Highly appropriate use of subject specific terminology  


3 


7-9 marks 
• Good, accurate knowledge and understanding of how radio programmes use 


technologies to reach audiences 
• Good, secure reference to the set product to support points made  
• Appropriate use of subject specific terminology  


2 


4-6 marks 
• Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge of how radio programmes use 


technologies, although understanding of how they are used to reach audiences is 
likely to be less developed 


• Satisfactory, generally appropriate reference to the set product to support points 
made  


• Generally appropriate use of subject specific terminology  


1 


1-3 marks 
• Basic knowledge of how radio programmes use technologies and little, if any, 


understanding of how they are used to reach audiences; may be brief or 
incomplete 


• Basic, if any, reference to the set product to support points made  
• Basic, if any, use of subject specific terminology  


 0 marks 
•  No response attempted or no response worthy of credit  
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Question 3c: Indicative content  
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 
 
Responses are expected to discuss how radio programmes use different technologies to 
reach audiences. Responses in the higher bands are likely to move beyond this to consider 
the importance of using digital technologies to reach audiences likely to be listening across a 
range of different digital platforms, with possible reference to the convergent nature of this. 
Responses in the middle bands are likely to make more straightforward points about how 
various technologies are used to reach audiences while responses in the lower bands are 
likely to focus on single technologies (the website, BBC iPlayer, the podcast for example). 
 
Responses should use knowledge and understanding of The Archers as an example of a 
radio programme to support points made but may refer to other radio programmes which 
should be credited where used appropriately.  
 
AO1  
Answers are likely to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework of media with specific reference to the radio industry and The Archers, for 
example:  


o The Archers as the world’s longest running radio soap opera with 5 million 
listeners 


o the main broadcast of the programme is on Radio 4 via FM and this is how it 
reaches its core audience 


o this is supported by its simultaneous broadcast on Radio 4 via DAB, allowing the 
programme to reach audiences listening to digital radio 


o the role that the DAB station Radio 4 Extra plays in broadening The Archers’ 
audience (it repeats episodes, allowing the audience to catch up) 


o the relationship between radio programme websites and their audiences – online 
platforms offer multi-media content, encourage more active audiences etc. 


o the potential different technologies offer radio programmes to develop their brand 
beyond a national context to reach a global audience (the BBC website, 
Facebook and Twitter pages for example) 


o the synergies digital technologies offer radio programme audiences – allowing 
them to interact with the programme, watch behind the scenes video content, 
engage with fellow fans etc. 


o The Archers podcast, BBC Sounds and BBC iPlayer allow audiences to listen to 
the programme at times convenient to them, outside of conventional broadcast 
scheduling 


o how the BBC has a public service remit to reach a wide range of audiences and 
how The Archers’ use of digital technologies allows the BBC to fulfil part of this 
remit 
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Here, the response moves more securely into Band 3. The example from the set product remains vague but there is a good focus on the Q's central idea of audiences interpreting the same media product in different ways.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Interpretation of the product linked to a slightly more specific audience is used here to develop the previous point in a good way.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

This is a general example but there is a good understanding of how audiences can be manipulated into holding an interpretation of the product ("feel part of the movement").



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Accurate use of subject specific terminology.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Lower Band 4Summary: While a more thorough, detailed focus on the set product with specific examples is needed for this response to reach the top of Band 4, it moves just into this band with some excellent understanding of audiences. The part of the question focused on most successfully is the idea of different audiences interpreting the same product in different ways and why this might occur. The response is excellent in places when discussing these reasons.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Brief reference is made to theoretical perspectives to justify the conclusions being drawn here.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

This section suggests further ways in which different audiences might interpret the same product in different ways: "political views". Again, there's no specific reference to the set product but the understanding of audiences / demographics is moving into 'excellent'.
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SECTION B: EXPLORING MEDIA INDUSTRIES AND AUDIENCES 


Answer ail parts of Questions 3 and 4. 


Media Industries 


3. 


(c) Explain how radio programmes use technologies to reach audiences. Refer to The 
Archers to support your points. [12] 
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

The radio broadcast itself is an acceptable form of 'technology' used by the set product to reach audiences. This is a basic reference to it linked to scheduling. More details, such as naming the actual broadcaster, referring to DAB radio or audience figures, would have lifted this section out of Band 1.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A basic sense of reaching audiences is shown here but the context information feels 'downloaded' rather than specifically related to the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

It's here that the response just about lifts out of Band 1. There's a more specific reference to a technology (the website) and, while the 'areas' it contains are a little vague, there is a sense of how it might be used by audiences to engage with the text.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Lower Band 2Summary: The final section of this response moves beyond Band 1 by offering a slightly more specific reference to a technology used by the set product to reach audiences. Prior to this, a description of 'radio' is offered that doesn't really link to the Q.
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Immediate focus on the question.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Good, concise judgements and conclusions based on specific evidence (the technical code of framing).



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Well structured; confident comparison made.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Good, reasonably detailed analysis with continued focus on the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Stereotypes are the key term for a Q on representations. This part of the theoretical framework is used with confidence here and linked very concisely to Mulvey's theory.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

An excellent, concise comparison is made here between the two texts. This section has a clear and specific focus on the Q too.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Excellent reference to Propp's theoretical perspective. Here, the theory is applied to evidence from the text and an excellent conclusion is drawn related to representations.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Again, this response is well-structured - this comparison clearly builds on the evidence analysed in the previous section.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A potentially interesting point is introduced in this paragraph but ultimately it loses focus on the Q here. 



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Band 5Summary: An excellent analysis which engages fully with complex aspects of representations and draws judgments and conclusions from well-chosen evidence. Excellent comparisons are made between the two texts. One key skill demonstrated by this candidate is time management: prior to the last paragraph there are few wasted words, the answer has been well planned, and its analytical essay style is very secure.
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2.  (b)  Compare the representations of gender in the Quality Street and Axe Peace 
print advertisements. [25] 


 
In your answer, you must consider:  


 
• how representations of gender are constructed  
• how far the representations of gender are similar in the two 


advertisements 
• how far the representations of gender are different in the two 


advertisements.  
 


Band 
AO2 1a and 1b 


Analyse media products using the theoretical framework of media to make judgements 
and draw conclusions 


5 


21-25 marks 
• Excellent, detailed analysis of the set and unseen media products, which engages fully with complex 


aspects of the representations 
• Excellent, detailed and appropriate comparisons between the set and unseen media products  
• Excellent, consistent use of the theoretical framework (representation) and consistently appropriate 


use of subject specific terminology, including possible reference to relevant theoretical perspectives  
• Excellent, well-reasoned judgements and conclusions regarding how far the representation of gender 


is similar and different  


4 


16-20 marks 
• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of the set and unseen media products, which engages in places 


with complex aspects of the representations 
• Good, reasonably detailed and appropriate comparisons between the set and unseen media products  
• Good, secure use of the theoretical framework (representation) and appropriate use of subject 


specific terminology  
• Good, reasoned judgements and conclusions regarding how far the representation of gender is 


similar and different  


3 


11-15 marks 
• Satisfactory analysis of the set and unseen media products, although the focus is likely to be on 


obvious aspects of the representations and there may be lapses into description  
• Satisfactory comparisons between the set and unseen media products, although there may be more 


focus on one of the products  
• Satisfactory use of the theoretical framework (representation) and generally appropriate subject 


specific terminology  
• Satisfactory, generally reasoned judgements and conclusions regarding how far the representation of 


gender is similar and different  


2 


6-10 marks 
• Basic analysis, although there will be a tendency to describe  
• Basic comparisons may be made, although the response is likely to focus mainly on one of the 


products  
• Basic use of the theoretical framework (representation) and basic subject specific terminology, 


although this is likely to lack relevance, clarity and accuracy  
• Basic judgements and conclusions, which may not be reasoned, regarding how far the representation 


of gender is similar and different  


1 


1-5 marks 
• Minimal, if any, analysis of either the set product or the unseen product - the response is descriptive 


and may be brief or incomplete  
• Minimal, if any, comparisons are made and the response is likely to focus only on one product  
• Minimal, if any, use of the theoretical framework (representation) and subject specific terminology, 


with significant inaccuracies, irrelevance and lack of clarity  
• Lacks judgements and conclusions regarding how far the representation of gender is similar and 


different  
0 marks • No response attempted or no response worthy of credit  
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Question 2b: Indicative content  
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed.  
 
Responses are not expected to cover each gender equally. Responses may focus on both 
men and women or focus on either men or women; either approach is equally valid. 
 
Responses in the higher bands will explore how representations convey viewpoints and 
messages, whilst those in the middle band will focus on more straightforward or obvious 
aspects of representation, and those in the lower bands will be descriptive.  
 
For marks in bands 3 and above, responses must include comparisons between the set 
product and the unseen product. It is not expected that these will be analysed equally, 
although responses in the higher bands will cover both products in a more even way, whilst 
at band 3 there may be greater emphasis on one product.  
 
Responses are required to make judgements and draw conclusions regarding how far the 
representation of gender is similar and different in the two print advertisements. It is 
acceptable for responses to conclude that the representations are either similar or different 
provided judgements are based on, and justified through, the analysis of the products.  
 
This is an extended response question. In order to achieve the highest marks, a response 
must construct and develop a sustained line of reasoning, which is coherent, relevant, 
substantiated and logically structured.  
 
AO2  
Responses are likely to: 


 
• Use aspects of representation from the theoretical framework, such as:  


o  the selected, constructed and mediated nature of representations and the choices 
that construct them  


o  stereotypes and representations of gender 
o  messages, values and points of view inherent in representations of gender 
o  theoretical perspectives on representation, for example notions of selection, 


construction and mediation or feminist perspectives. 
 
• Analyse each media product in terms of how representations of gender are constructed, 


including: 
o choice of images, including dress, make-up, hair, pose, gesture and expression. For 


example, the central man in the Quality Street advert holding the tin of sweets and 
thus having control over this luxury item. 


o  shot type and size, framing and composition of the images. For example, the women 
in the Quality Street advert are framed either side of the man, connoting that 
choosing between them is also part of the “delightfully delicious dilemma” created by 
the variety of sweets the tin contains  


o stereotypes of men and women. For example, men as the heroic central 
characters of both adverts’ narratives, acting as objects of desire for the women 
characters. 
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• Analyse key similarities between how men and women are represented in the two print 
advertisements, for example: 
o  the representations of gender in both adverts created through:  
  selection of images, including how these construct character roles (male ‘heroes’, 


men linked to roles in the military, female ‘damsels’) 
  mediation: the indirect mode of address linking the characters to each other and 


making the audience want the product in order to be part of these narratives 
  construction: use of shots, colour schemes and fonts to emphasise the adverts’ 


narratives (the Quality Street advert’s colour palette includes the bright, enticing 
colours of the sweet wrappers; the pink accent colour in the Axe advert connoting 
its ‘peace’ and ‘love’ messages). 


 
• Analyse key differences between how men and women are represented in the two print 


advertisements, for example:  
• men and women in the Quality Street advertisement are represented as traditional, 


conservative and linked to specifically British historical contexts 
• men and women in the Axe advertisement are represented through narratives, dress, 


gesture and language codes more obviously referring to romantic / sexual 
relationships 


• the men in the Axe advertisement are not visually linked with the product at all – a 
level of audience prior knowledge is needed to understand that this is a brand aimed 
at men and its previous advertising has included narratives of using the products to 
attract women 


•  the central male in the Quality Street advertisement is specifically associated with the 
product, holding it and controlling it 


• the men in the Axe advertisement are linked only to one woman whereas the central 
male in the Quality Street advertisement is facing the “dilemma” of choosing between 
two women. 


• the women in the Axe advertisement are represented much more sexually than those 
in the Quality Street advertisement through their revealing dress codes. 


 
• Make judgements and draw conclusions regarding how far the representation of men 


and women in the two print advertisements is similar and different, for example:  
o  although the advertisements differ in their historical contexts, the representation of 


men and women is similar in both – men have dominance and women are 
subservient 


o  the more conservative dress codes, narratives and ideologies of the Quality Street 
advertisement compared to the more explicit dress codes, narratives and ideologies 
of the Axe advertisement perhaps act as a reflection of changes in audiences’ 
attitudes to these representations 


o  men and women in both advertisements are represented as needing the products to 
help them form relationships with the opposite sex 


o  the style and construction of both adverts’ images is artistic rather than realistic, 
representing ‘idealistic’ men and women rather than a reality. 
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SECTION B: EXPLORING MEDIA INDUSTRIES AND AUDIENCES


Answer all parts of Questions 3 and 4.


Media Industries  


3.  (a) Name the organisation that regulates radio in the UK.  [1]


  


 


 (b) Briefly explain the difference between how public service radio and commercial radio are 
funded.  [4] 


  


 


 


  


 


 


  


 


 


 


 (c)  Explain how radio programmes use technologies to reach audiences. Refer to The 
Archers to support your points. [12]      


  


 


 


  


 


 


 












DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

An excellent start: this response focuses immediately on the Q, gives an example of a technology and links this directly to a specific way in which the set product uses this technology.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Appropriate subject specific terminology is used here. While it was not required (and therefore not named in the Q), U&G theory is used by this candidate in a concise way to tie their point about websites back to the Q's focus on reaching audiences. 'The Archers' websites links to fan forums is credited here.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Excellent: using the same structure as the opening of paragraph 1 allows the candidate to again focus on specific technologies.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

This paragraph shows real excellence: thorough reference to the set product, detailed knowledge, highly appropriate subject specific terminology.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A little vague here: candidates should avoid using 'etc' in their responses.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A satisfactory link to the Q here: a technology used by the set product to reach audiences.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Less confident here with little focus on the Q or the set product.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Band 4Summary: This response shows an excellent focus on the Q with specific technologies and an excellent understanding of how 'The Archers' uses these technologies to reach its audiences. A weaker final paragraph holds the response outside of full marks but doesn't detract from the quality of what's come before it.
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SECTION B: EXPLORING MEDIA INDUSTRIES AND AUDIENCES 


Answer ail parts of Questions 3 and 4. 


Media Industries 


3. 


(c) Explain how radio programmes use technologies to reach audiences. Refer to The 
Archers to support your points. [12] 
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Understanding the connotations of colour palettes is a very simple concept but there's no evidence here that the candidate can do this or link this textual analysis to the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

These two paragraphs are descriptive. 'Also' is used as a discourse marker in an attempt to make a comparison but there's no actual evidence that a comparison is being drawn.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

An emerging sense of representations is shown here but there's no linking of this very broad judgment to any textual evidence.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Upper Band 1Summary: Minimal points are made about the two texts which are descriptive, not explicitly related to the Q or linked to any judgments or conclusions. Analysis rather than description would be expected in order to move this response beyond Band 1.
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DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Little focus on the Q shown here. Candidates should always be encouraged to highlight to Q's key words and use these throughout their answers in order to maintain focus.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

No relevance to the Q here.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

'Downloads' information learnt for the Industry part of Section B for the set product. This isn't relevant to the Q.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A basic sense of audience interpretations is shown here with the idea of the set product 'influencing' its audience.







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Again, a basic sence of interpretations, this time linked to a very generalised example.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Upper Band 1Summary: This response shows a basic knowledge of audiences in relation to the set product. In parts, it focuses on industry information rather than audience interpretations. Demographics, specific examples from the set product and a more considered understanding of interpretations of the set product would be needed to move this response beyond Band 1.
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 In Question 4(d), you will be rewarded for drawing together knowledge and understanding from 
across your full course of study, including different areas of the theoretical framework and media 
contexts. 


 (d)  Explain why audiences may interpret the same media product in different ways. Refer to 
The Sun to support your points. [12]
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4. (d)  Explain why audiences may interpret the same media product in different 
ways. Refer to The Sun to support your points. [12] 


 


Band 
AO1 1a and 1b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework 
of media  


4 


10-12 marks 
• Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge of audiences in relation to the 


set product  
• Excellent, thorough understanding of audiences and why they interpret the 


set product differently 
• Detailed and accurate reference to theoretical perspectives on audiences 


and excellent subject specific terminology 


3 


7-9 marks 
• Good, accurate knowledge of audiences in relation to the set product  
• Good, secure understanding of audiences and why they interpret the set 


product differently 
• Accurate reference to theoretical perspectives on audiences and 


appropriate use of subject specific terminology  


2 


4-6 marks 
• Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge of audiences in relation to the 


set product  
• Satisfactory understanding of audiences, although understanding of why 


they interpret the set product differently is likely to be less developed  
• Generally accurate reference to theoretical perspectives on audiences and 


generally appropriate use of subject specific terminology  


1 


1-3 marks 
• Basic knowledge of audiences in relation to the set product; may be brief or 


incomplete 
• Basic, if any, understanding of audiences and why they interpret the set 


product differently 
• Basic, if any, reference to theoretical perspectives on audiences and use of 


subject specific terminology  


0 
marks •  No response attempted or no response worthy of credit  
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Question 4(d): Indicative content  
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed.  
 
Responses are likely to discuss why audiences may interpret The Sun in different ways. 
Responses in the higher bands are likely to move beyond more obvious or straightforward 
reasons to consider aspects such as audience needs, pleasures and identities, with possible 
reference to theoretical perspectives on audiences, such as active and passive audiences, 
Uses and Gratifications etc. 
  
This question provides learners with the opportunity to draw together knowledge and 
understanding from across the full course of study. In addition to points related to 
Audiences, responses should be rewarded for drawing together knowledge and 
understanding of other areas of the theoretical framework such as Media Language, Media 
Industries, or of media contexts. Responses in the higher bands may draw together 
knowledge and understanding from across the full course of study.  
 
AO1  
• Answers are likely to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 


framework of media with specific reference to audiences, theoretical perspectives around 
active audiences and the set product, for example: 


o the role of political bias in forming audience interpretations, including the notion 
that audiences are likely to buy newspapers that align with their own political 
leanings 


o ideas around the influence of newspapers on audience interpretations, linked to 
the conventional bias that tabloid newspapers like The Sun contain 


o how audiences might interpret different sections of the newspaper differently. For 
example, interpreting stories about sports teams / sports stars from points of view 
influenced by fandoms 


o the importance of identity when interpreting media texts in ways which help 
audiences reinforce and adapt their own sense of identity 


o interpretations that encourage active social interaction (possibly linked to Uses 
and Gratifications Theory) where the newspaper’s readers interact with it through 
its Facebook and Twitter feeds and through subscribing to updates from the 
website. Possibly also through reader stories in the print newspaper and sections 
shared by the print and online editions such as the Dear Deidre ‘problem page’. 


 
•  Answers in the higher bands may draw together knowledge and understanding of other 


areas of the theoretical framework and/or media contexts, for example: 
o  the historical context of The Sun and its social and cultural significance for 


audiences as a brand that exists in print form and online 
o  interpretations formed through enigma codes 
o  the differences between active and passive audience interpretations 
o  how generic conventions of tabloid newspapers influence audience 


interpretations of the world around them, including which stories are most 
‘newsworthy’ 


o  how The Sun uses media language (including copy and mode of address) to 
frame audience interpretations of its messages 


o  how The Sun represents different social groups / regions and why audiences may 
respond in different ways to these 
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Representation 


2.  (a)  Explain how historical context influences print advertisements. Refer to the print 
advertisement for Quality Street (1956) from the set products to support your points.  [5] 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Question 2(b) is based on:


 • the Quality Street print advertisement (1956) from the set products 


 • the print resource, an advertisement for Axe Peace (2014). 


  Study the resource carefully and use both print advertisements when answering the question. 


 (b)  Compare the representations of gender in the Quality Street and Axe Peace print 
advertisements. [25] 


  In your answer, you must consider: 


 • how representations of gender are constructed 
 • how far the representations of gender are similar in the two advertisements
 • how far the representations of gender are different in the two advertisements.


 


 












DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Appropriate subject specific terminology.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A satisfactory start with reference to a specific technology and how the set product uses it to reach audiences (through 'catching up' with episodes).







DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

Upper Band 2Summary: There's a sense that this candidate has a good understanding of 'The Archers' and how its producers use technologies to reach audiences but this response's brevity ultimately holds it in in Band 2, satisfactory. A secure and more detailed reference to the set product, perhaps with a sense of how a broader range of technologies is used by it to reach audiences would be expected for a Band 3.



DChartBoyles

Sticky Note

A satisfactory sense of how the technology is used by the producers to reach audiences.











